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An Employer’s Liability for
Leased Employee’s Injuries
To meet the demands of today’s complex and dynamic workplace,
many employers turn to labor leasing firms to supplement their
existing workforce. These labor leasing firms are convenient and
cost effective because they provide immediate staffing without
the employer incurring any of the costs associated with having
their own regular employees. For example, labor leasing firms
generally assume labor insurance, as well as administrative
and overhead costs associated with the individual worker.
In light of a recent decision by the U.S. District Court for the District
of Massachusetts in the case of Scottsdale Insurance Company v.
Carrabassett Trading Company, 460 F. Supp. 2d 251 (D. Mass. 2006),
employers will now have to think beyond mere convenience and
cost effectiveness when using labor leasing firms. Employers
must consider responsibility for leased employees’ work related
injuries. On the one hand, worker’s compensation insurance covers
employees injured on the job and the employee is generally barred
from suing the employer for those injuries. On the other hand, third
parties injured on the employer’s job site are generally covered by
the employer’s comprehensive general liability (“CGL”) insurance
policy. Leased employees injured on the job, however, may not be
covered under worker’s compensation insurance because they do
not fit the definition of “employee.” Similarly, an employer’s CGL
policy may not cover liability stemming from work-related injuries
sustained by a leased employee. Without any coverage the employer
is left liable for the leased employee’s work-related injuries.
Carrabassett Trading Company (“Carrabassett”) found itself in this
exact position after Raul Torres, a leased employee placed by Venturi
Staffing Agency, lost his left arm while operating a wool picking
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make sure their current CGL policy covers such
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workers, obtain a CGL policy that covers such
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